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cess with high CO2 concentration in a bench-scale furnace. Superfine pulverized coal, with
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the average particle size below or around 20 μm, is used as the reburning fuel. The data of
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flue gas concentration (NOx , HCN, NH3 , CH4 , O2 , CO, CO2 etc.) is obtained in order to reveal the
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intrinsic connection between NOx emissions and other influential gaseous species at different positions of the furnace. The finding concludes that the advantage of superfine pulver-
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ized coal with regard to NO reduction is more efficient in homogeneous stage rather than

NO reduction

heterogeneous stage. Meanwhile, the evolution of HCN and CH4 agrees well with each stage
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of NO reduction, which indicates that these gaseous species are favorable for NO abate-
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ment. Eventually, oxygen consumption rate for superfine pulverized coal is relatively faster,

Reburning in CO2

conducive to strengthen both homogeneous and heterogeneous NO reduction under CO2
reburning condition.
© 2020 The Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of
Sciences. Published by Elsevier B.V.

Introduction
Nitrogen oxide (NOx ), mainly derived from the combustion
process from coal-fired power plant and other engines, is
known to give rise to acid rain and photochemical smog and
cause ozone depletion (Ledoux et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019).
In-furnace control of nitrogen oxides from coal combustion
has been extensively investigated using a series of techniques
such as air-staged combustion (Kuang et al., 2014; Chen et al.,
2018; Wang et at., 2020), reburning (Casaca and Costa, 2011;

∗

Hodzic et al., 2016; Chernetskiy et al., 2018) etc. These techniques have successfully been proved to achieve the abatement of nitrogen oxides in industrial application. There are
lots of research works with respect to NO prediction in pulverized coal combustion, such as large-eddy simulation on the effect of oxygen (Masaya et al., 2015), flamelet tabulation methods with and without fuel-bound nitrogen model (Wen et al.,
2019), newly-developed extended flamelet/progress variable
model (Luo et al., 2019a).
In recent years, climate change still remains the concern worldwide. In order to mitigate the greenhouse ef-
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fect caused by carbon dioxide, scholars have intensively carried out the study of new combustion techniques including oxy-fuel combustion (Hecht et al., 2012; Sher et al., 2018;
Hu et at., 2018), chemical looping combustion (Rajendran et al.,
2016; Normann et al., 2019) etc. Lately, there are many newlyemerging literatures concerned with both numerical and experimental study on NO measurements and modeling, such
as detailed CFD simulation (Li et al., 2019), large eddy simulation of flamelet modeling (Wen et al., 2020), pressure oxycoal combustion with fluidized beds (Pang et al., 2020). Compared with traditional combustion in the air, oxy-fuel combustion is well known to diminish the emissions of nitrogen
oxides (Liu et al., 2005). Hence, combination of oxy-fuel combustion with staged combustion/reburning is supposed to be
one of the most promising alternatives to further bring down
the emissions of carbon dioxide as well as nitrogen oxides.
During coal combustion, size effect exerts a great influence on the yield of gaseous species along the axis of the
furnace (Luo et al., 2019b). When pulverized coal is gradually
grinded to the finer status, its physical and chemical properties exhibit different characteristics (Ma et al., 2019). The
particle size changes both the porous structure (Liu et al.,
2015) and surface functional groups of species such as coal
(Zhang et al., 2013), biomass (Yuan et al., 2019), and other materials (Matoušek et al., 2016), thereby altering the ignition
temperature (Jiang et al., 2002), ash fusibility (Liu et al., 2016),
reaction kinetics, heat and mass transfer resistance, burnout
out ratio, etc. Thus, it arouses interest for scholars to explore
the impact of size effect and discover this intrinsic nature of
coal under different circumstances of combustion.
Concerned with the state-of-the-art research progress
abovementioned, an urge to understand the size effect on the
emissions of nitrogen oxides during reburning combustion in
high CO2 concentration ought to be pushed by research endeavors. With the aim to bring insight into the comprehensive emission behavior during coal combustion, to the best of
the author’s knowledge, the present paper provides the latest
data related to in-furnace gaseous measurements of superfine
pulverized coal in CO2 reburning for the first time. The data
of in-furnace gaseous profile would help optimize the operational condition for reburning of pulverized coal and would
be promising to remarkably achieve simultaneous removal of
nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide.

1.

Materials and methods

Shenhua (SH) bituminous coal, mainly used in utility boilers
in China, is selected as the coal sample in this experiment.
The ultimate and proximate analysis of coal sample can be
referred to Table 1. The curve of particle size distribution can
be seen in Fig. 1. Based on Fig. 1, volume mean diameter Dav,43
is selected to represent the average particle size:

γi d 4
Dav, 43 =  i3
(1)
γi d i
where Dav,43 denotes volume mean diameter, di represents the
mean diameter of each grid, and γ i means the mass percentage of each di . Then, four particle sizes are obtained, that is,
14.71, 17.44, 21.30, 44.26 μm, respectively. The diameters 14.71

Table 1 – Proximate and ultimate analysis of SH bituminous coal.

SH

Proximate analysis
(wt. %) (ad)

Ultimate analysis
(wt. %) (ad)

Moisture
Volatile
Ash
Fixed carbon

C
H
O
N
S

11.50
24.22
10.7
53.58

63.13
3.62
9.94
0.70
0.41

SH: Shenhua bituminous coal; ad: on an air dried basis. O content
is calculated by difference.

Fig. 1 – Particle size distribution of Shenhua bituminous
coal. SH_X: Shenhua bituminous coal with average particle
size X μm.

and 17.44 μm belong to superfine particle size below the size
of 20 μm, 21.30 μm is around the size of 20 μm, and 44.26 μm
belongs to conventional particle size above the size of 20 μm.
This method of classification to particle sizes can well interpret the experimental phenomenon either in pyrolysis or in
combustion process, which is demonstrated by our previous
work (Luo et al., 2019c; Ma et al., 2018; Liu et at., 2017).
Besides, one-dimensional electrically heated entrainedflow furnace is used in this experiment, and schematic diagram of the test facility is shown in Fig. 2. Meanwhile, quartzglass reactor with 60 mm inner diameter is equipped in the
furnace for the entrained flow and coal combustion. Besides,
the experimental test facility is composed of temperature controlling system, air pre-heating system, coal feeding system,
air distribution system and flue gas analyzing system etc.
The furnace is generally divided into three zones, that is,
primary combustion zone, reburning zone and burnout zone.
In this study, gaseous species (CO2 , NO, O2 ) are premixed in
the mixing box in order to simulate flue gas components from
the primary combustion zone. Meanwhile, the furnace in this
study is mainly used to simulate the reburning zone and coal
particle appeared in the coal feeder is exactly the reburning
fuel. Furthermore, tertiary air in the burnout zone is not con-
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Fig. 2 – Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.

sidered for the reason that the stage of NO reduction is more
worth analyzing to control the emissions of nitrogen oxides.
The standard working condition of gaseous proportions for
entrained CO2 flow is basically set above 90%, with remaining
gases consisted of oxygen and NO. The gaseous volume flow
is determined by coal consumption of 1 g/min, corresponding
to the standard volume flow of approximately 8 L/min. That is
to say, when 20% mass percentage of reburning fuel fraction
is needed, feeding speed of screw feeder should be adjusted
to 0.2 g/min while gaseous volume flow remains the same. In
this experiment, it usually takes five minutes to stabilize the
mixture of gas concentration (NO 600 ppmV, O2 4 vol.%) and
the standard working condition is set at 20% (mass percentage) of reburning fuel fraction. Detailed working conditions
are average particles 14.71, 17.44, 21.30 and 44.26 μm, reburning fuel fraction 20 vol.%, oxygen concentration in reburning
zone 4 vol.%, temperature 1000°C, inlet NO concentration 600
ppmV, and CO2 concentration 90 vol%. As to the measurement
of gas proportions, the quartz-glass reactor is fabricated with
eight branch pipes (i.e. P1-250 mm, P2-375 mm, P3-500 mm,

P4-625 mm, P5-875 mm, P6-1250 mm, P7-1625 mm, P8-2500
mm) which allow gas flows to pass through. The components
of flue gases are continuously measured by Fourier transform
infrared spectrometer (DX-4000, Gasmet Technologies, Finland) (NO, N2 O, NO2 , NH3 , HCN, CH4 , CO, CO2 ) and Vario Plus
(O2 ).

2.

Results and discussion

2.1.

Effect of CO2 on NO reduction

Before the measurement of gaseous species along the furnace path is carried out, it is necessary to probe into the effect of CO2 on NO reduction compared with the effect of N2 .
Fig. 3 shows NO reduction efficiency acquired in different atmospheres. It can be observed NO reduction efficiency of 14.71
μm/17.44 μm in N2 atmosphere and 21.30 μm in CO2 atmosphere are apparently higher than that of other particle sizes.
In the meantime, NO reduction efficiency in high CO2 con-
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Fig. 3 – Influence of CO2 atmosphere on NO reduction
compared with that of N2 atmosphere.

Fig. 4 – Influence of particle size on NO yield at different
positions of the furnace. L: length of the distance between
the furnace top and the sampling points.

centration is found to be higher than that in high N2 concentration (15%-90% vs 10%-50%). This trend is possibly due to
two mechanisms. Firstly, the presence of CO is prone to react
with carbon-oxygen functionalities towards the formation of
reactive sites (C∗ ) which are favorable for NO reduction
(Aarna and Suuberg, 1997). Secondly, high proportion of CO directly reacts with NO towards the formation of CO2 and N2 at
the char surface or in the inner pores, where char catalyzes
this reaction and NO is therefore reduced (Furusawa et al.,
1985).

2.2.

Yield of NO, N2 O, NO2

Fig. 4 shows the evolution profile of NO at different positions
of the furnace. It is observed from the figure that NO reduction efficiency of 21.30 μm is notably higher compared with
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other particles. For finer particles, the increase of surface oxygen content, especially carbonyl oxygen (C=O), is found to increase with the decrease of the particle size (Burdukov et al.,
2002; Küçüka et al., 2003). Carbonyl oxygen bonded to conventional char is commonly used to represent superfine char
model, which is able to convert atmospheric NO into char nitrogen and enhances NO reduction efficiency (Zhang et al.,
2013). To analyze NO evolution along the axis of the furnace,
at the entrance of the furnace near 375 mm, NO concentration for 21.30 μm declines from 500 to 400 ppmV. This is due
to the advantage by more volatiles for 21.30 μm released during the early stage of combustion, where NO homogeneous
reduction dominates the reaction mechanism in the oxygendeficient zone (Fan et al., 2019). Similar trend is observed for
the particle size of 17.44 μm. Next, from 375 to 1625 mm, NO
concentration decreases from approximately 400 to 350 ppmV
for 21.30 μm. This stage is determined by char combustion, as
well as NO-char heterogeneous reduction. Eventually, at the
exit of the furnace, NO concentration for 21.30 μm reduces
from 350 to 250 ppmV. The reason why NO reduction occurs at
this stage is possibly due to the formation of N2 O, which will
be further discussed in the next section. On the other hand,
for the larger particle size such as 44.26 μm, NO concentration is also found to be relatively lower compared with other
finer particles (such as 14.71 and 17.44 μm). Previous studies
have indicated that large particle requires longer time to initiate the combustion process, however, the combustion process will be more intense and rapid after ignition (Abbas et al.,
1994), wherein volatiles released during the early state of combustion are ejected as gaseous jets away from the char surface
(Kramlich et al., 1988). A local “microzone” with high entrainment is created by these gaseous jets, conducive to improve
reduction among volatiles, char and NO. Meanwhile, NO concentration for 44.26 μm drops from about 550 to 450 ppmV
during the stage of char combustion, indicating that heterogeneous reduction is more effective for large particle size than
fine particle size.
When it comes to N2 O, it is usually generated from circulated fluidized bed combustion, where the temperature ranges
from 800 to 1000°C (Xu and Li, 2019). The formation of N2 O
originates from reaction between NO and NCO formed by the
interaction of NCO with O radical. In addition, the presence
of NO and O2 facilitates the formation of N2 O (Li et al., 2016).
The reduction of N2 O is divided into two stages: homogeneous
and heterogeneous reduction. Homogeneous reduction is attributed to the impact of O/OH radicals (Kramlich et al., 1989),
while heterogeneous reduction is affected by the surface active sites and the decomposition of carbon- and oxygencontaining functional groups (Soete, 1991). As is shown in
Fig. 5, apart from the particle size of 21.30 μm, the profile of
N2 O is similar for other particle sizes, that is, N2 O concentration gradually decreases from the initial stage of combustion
and remains stable eventually. For 21.30 μm, N2 O concentration in the upstream of the furnace is similar to other particles,
while the formation of N2 O drastically increases at the exit of
the furnace. Therefore, N2 O trend provides clues to interpret
the decline of NO concentration at this stage wherein reaction
temperature at the exit of the furnace is rather low and facilitates the formation of N2 O. Meanwhile, NCO radical is likely to
react with NO and forms N2 O, as is mentioned in the previous
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Fig. 5 – Influence of particle size on N2 O yield at different
positions of the furnace.

Fig. 7 – Influence of particle size on HCN yield at different
positions of the furnace.

2.3.

Fig. 6 – Influence of particle size on NO2 yield at different
positions of the furnace.

section. Similarly, Fig. 6 shows that NO2 concentration for the
particle size of 21.30 μm obviously increases from 1750 mm,
which shows the evidence that the oxidation of NO to NO2 by
O radical takes place at this stage (Tsang and Herron, 1991).
The data above reveals that NO reduction efficiency for
21.30 μm is most advantageous compared with other particles, more precisely, the advantage of reduction efficiency for
superfine pulverized coal is more prominent at homogeneous
reaction stage than heterogeneous stage. Besides, gas profile at the exit of the furnace indicates that NO removal for
superfine pulverize coal at lower temperature is remarkable,
which implies the consumption of NO results in the formation
of N2 O and NO2 .

Yield of HCN, NH3 , CH4

HCN and NH3 are two important nitrogen-containing gaseous
precursors in pulverized coal combustion. In the oxygendeficient atmosphere, these gaseous species usually reduce
NOx towards the formation of N2 . CH4 , on behalf of hydrocarbon species, is usually selected as the fuel for gas reburning.
In the scenario of reburning or advanced reburning, high proportion of HCN/NH3 /CH4 is conducive to the enhancement of
NOx reduction efficiency (Kuang et al., 2014).
Fig. 7 shows the profile of HCN concentration at different
positions of the furnace. From the graph, it is observed that
the amount of HCN for the particle size of 44.26 μm is the
lowest compared with the other finer particles. For finer particles such as 21.30 μm, a sharp rise of HCN concentration is
detected at 250 mm. When the oxygen is deficient in the combustion environment, HCN is prone to NO reduction by homogeneous mechanism (Gulyurtlu et al., 1994; Anca-Couce et al.,
2018):
HCN + O → NCO + H

(2)

NCO + NO → N2 O + CO

(3)

As is shown in the chemical equations, HCN is firstly oxidized to NCO, which then reduces NO towards the formation
of N2 O and CO (Deng et al., 2016). With the increase of the residence time, rapid consumption of HCN terminates at the location near 875 mm, followed by minor increase of its concentration at the exit of the furnace. At this stage, HCN formation
stems from the decomposition of char and contributes to NO
heterogeneous reduction as well (Gao et al., 2017). Moreover,
the profile of HCN agrees well with the profile of NO, that is,
the formation of HCN is conducive to the decline of NO. This
is due to the role played by HCN in the oxygen-deficient atmosphere where HCN reacts with NO towards the formation
of N2 .
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Fig. 8 – Influence of particle size on NH3 yield at different
positions of the furnace.
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during the combustion. For the particle size of 17.44 μm, the
evolution peak occurs at 500 mm and then undergoes rapid
consumption till the location near 1625 mm, which implies NO
reduction is likely to take place with the participation of CH4 .
For the particle size of 21.30 μm, CH4 yield is the highest of all
the particle sizes. Previous numerical study has revealed that
the pulverized coal flame structure is closely related to the
particle size. The flame structure of small particle size is similar to that of pure gas flame (Wen et al., 2015), while the flame
structure of large particle size is wrinkled due to the intrusion of particles. On the other hand, the temperature peak of
small particle size is also lower than that of large particle size
(Wen and Fan, 2019), therefore local high temperature zone is
conducive to the CH4 yield for small particle sizes, especially
for 21.30 μm.
To further analyze the CH4 profile of 21.30 μm, it can be
noted that the first evolution peak at the position of 250 mm
originates from the contribution by volatiles which are subsequently consumed by NO homogeneous reduction (Sun et al.,
2019):
CH4 → CHi ( i =1,2,3) + H

(4)

CH4 + O2 → CO + H2 O + H2

(5)

NO + CHi → HCN + CO2

(6)

It can be found that CH4 indirectly contributes to NO reduction by the assistance of CO and CHi radicals under oxygenlean condition. With the progress of the combustion, a second
evolution peak of CH4 is detected at 750 mm, which sterns
from the decomposition of char, followed by rapid consumption due to NO-char reduction mechanism. Meanwhile, the
surge of CH4 concentration is found at the exit of the furnace
where the furnace temperature is rather low. At this position,
the formation rate of CH4 is relatively higher than the consumption rate, which creates favorable environment beneficial for NO reduction.

2.4.
Fig. 9 – Influence of particle size on CH4 yield at different
positions of the furnace.

Fig. 8 shows the profile of NH3 concentration at different
positions of the furnace. Basically, the impact of NH3 is exerted via the formation of NHi radicals, which are converted
to either N2 or NO. Meanwhile, the impact of NH3 is dependent on the competition of NHi radicals for the reaction with
NO or with O/H radical pool (Glarborg et al., 2018). The total
amount of NH3 is similar to that of HCN, and the highest value
is approximately 5 ppmV (P8, 2500 mm, 17.44 μm). For different particle sizes, the amount of NH3 is stable, its concentration changes a little bit along the furnace. While for the case
of 21.30 μm, NH3 concentration varies slightly in the early and
late stage of combustion, which indicates that the effect on
the yield of NO is negligible.
Fig. 9 reflects the formation of CH4 concentration at different positions of the furnace. It is noted that the yield of CH4 for
the particle size of 14.71 and 44.26 μm nearly remains stable

Yield of O2 , CO, CO2

Generally, oxygen in the flue gas is consumed by the gasification of char, resulting in the rise of CO2 concentration when
oxygen is abundant. Provided that gasification of char takes
place in the CO2 environment, char reactivity is more favorable for NO reduction. When oxygen concentration declines
to a critical point, char is inclined to participate in the gasification with CO2 towards the formation of CO. From the trend
of this study, gas profile proves that a certain amount of CO is
detected during the combustion.
As is shown in Fig. 10, the average oxygen concentration
for the particle size of 21.30 μm is lowest (around 1 vol.%),
which indicates that oxygen consumption rate for 21.30 μm is
distinctively higher than other particle sizes. Meanwhile, the
consumption of oxygen denotes three different stages: homogeneous reduction by CO, heterogeneous reduction by char, as
well as the consumption at the exit of the furnace. For 21.30
μm, oxygen concentration is remarkably low in the early stage
of combustion. This phenomenon reveals that oxygen consumption rate for 21.30 μm is the fastest among all the particle sizes, which corresponds to the rate of rapid NO reduction.
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Fig. 10 – Influence of particle size on O2 yield at different
positions of the furnace.

Fig. 12 – Influence of particle size on CO2 yield at different
positions of the furnace.

crease in NO reduction is relevant to low oxygen concentration.
The consumption of oxygen is accompanied by the substantial formation of CO, especially for 21.30 μm, CO concentration is as much as 10,000 ppmV, as is shown in Fig. 11. Considerable amount of CO means that minor concentration of
oxygen is insufficient to compete for the reaction with char,
hence char gasification triggered by CO2 dominates the overall
reaction. This explanation is further proved by Fig. 12, which
shows that the average CO2 concentration (<89 vol.%) for 21.30
μm is notably lower than other particles. Meanwhile, direct
char burn-off with O2 and NO possibly contribute to the formation of CO and CO2 (Yan et al., 2017):

Fig. 11 – Influence of particle size on CO yield at different
positions of the furnace.

At this stage, NO reduction is consequent on the high CO concentration (Fig. 11) due to homogeneous volatile oxidation and
char-CO2 gasification (Okazaki and Ando, 1997). Then, oxygen
is consumed by heterogeneous char oxidation (i.e. char combustion), accompanied by char-NO reduction in the presence
of oxygen (Yamashita et al., 1993; Yang et al., 2000). Moreover,
the decrease of oxygen concentration at the exit of the furnace
supports the presumption that oxygen takes part in the conversion reaction of NO removal to NO2 /N2 O. For the large particle size of 44.26 μm, the decline of oxygen concentration is
negligible at first, while oxygen concentration drastically decreases downstream, which provides evidence to the evolution of NO. For different particle sizes, low oxygen concentration is found to be associated with a perceptible amount of
CH4 , which decomposes into hydrocarbon radicals to further
promote NO destruction (Bilbao et al., 1994). Therefore, an in-

C + NO → CO + CO2 + N2

(7)

C + O2 → CO + CO2

(8)

On the other hand, lower oxygen concentration and high
CO concentration in the combustion environment promote
both homogenous and heterogeneous reduction, which contributes to highest NO reduction efficiency for 21.30 μm. Eventually, CO2 concentration for all the particles, either along the
different positions of the furnace or at the exit of the furnace,
is detected near or above 90% vol. When CO2 concentration
is sufficient enough, it facilitates the subsequent compression/storage process and reduces the cost of CO2 packaging.
The present paper mainly deals with the subject of the effect of reburning fuel’s particle size on NO emissions through
the analysis of flue gas components along the furnace path.
Future research work will be extended to the influence of different coal types and the enlargement to the range of six or
more particle sizes.

3.

Conclusions

Based on the study of this paper, following conclusions can be
drawn:
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(1) Compared with the conventional particle size, NO reduction efficiency for superfine pulverized coal is more prominent at homogeneous reduction stage, yet not advantageous at heterogeneous reduction stage.
(2) For the particle size of 21.30 μm, the yield of HCN and CH4
satisfactorily describes the stage of NO homogeneous and
heterogeneous reduction, which indicates these gaseous
species somehow facilitate NO reduction in oxy-deficient
zone.
(3) Oxygen consumption rate for the particle size of 21.30 μm
is faster than other particles. Low oxygen and high CO concentration are conducive to strengthen both homogeneous
and heterogeneous NO reduction. High CO2 concentration
is detected at the exit of the furnace, favorable for its subsequent compression and storage.
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